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7. Difference operators with real analytic coefficients 
The difference operator Ll maps x E X into the function Llx with values 
(Lix)(s)=x(s+1)-x(s). Since LI=T-1, where T means translation by 1, 
we see that Ll has an adjoint L1 * whose values L1 *x are given by 
(L:I*x)(s)=x(s-1)-x(s). Both L1 and L:l* are continuous, bounded and 
local operators mapping X into itself. We use Theorem 4.1 to show that 
L1 has continuous inverses. Let .E(x, p, q) denote the sum of the function · 
values x(s) when s runs through all s = q mod 1 which lie in the closed 
interval [p, q]: 
.E(x, p, q) = I x(s}. 
s=qmod 1 
p~s::e;;q 
If x EX has compact support then the formula y(s) = .E(x, -oo, s) gives 
the values of the unique function y E Y which vanishes left of p and 
satisfies Lly=x. If [x]= [p, q] then it is plain that right of q the function 
y coincides with a periodic function n and n is identically zero if and 
only if 
(1) x(s) + ... +x(s+ [q-p] + 1)=0 
for every s E [p, p + 1]. Here [q- p] denotes the greatest integer satis-
fying [q- p] < q- p. Therefore x E R, or x E R*, if and only if x satisfies ( 1 ). 
Now let e be a non-negative function of X which does not vanish on 
some interval of length greater than 1 and let 'YJ be the function vanishing 
left of [e] and satisfying Lln=e. Right of [e] the function 'YJ is bounded 
away from zero and so considering values right of [e] U [x] a periodic 
function n is determined by n(s) =y(s)Jn(s). Clearly n is the unique periodic 
function such that 
.E(x-ne, -oo, s)=y(s)-n(s)n(s) 
is identically zero for large values of s E S. In other words n is the unique 
periodic function for which x- ne E R*. Let E be the linear space of the 
functions ne where n varies over the periodic elements of Y. Then 
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E n R* = {8} and every x EX can be represented in the form x = e + r*, 
so that X =E EB R*. 
The operator PE maps x into PEx=ne where n(s)=y(s)/7J(B) for every 
s right of [e] u [x]. Hence [PEx] h [e] and so PE is a local operator. To 
see that PE is bounded it is sufficient to show that the correspondence 
x--+ n defines a bounded map. Since right of [e] the denominator 'YJ is 
bounded away from zero it will be sufficient to prove that if [U] = [p, q] 
then 
supremum supremum fDmy(s) I 
o:E U q.;;;s.;;;q+l 
is finite for every U E Olt and m = 0, l, .. . . This will also show that 
[u: L1*u E W] E Olt whenever WE Olt. Now if p+n<;s<p-T-n+ l where 
n= 0, ... , [q-p] + l then y is given by the formula y(s) =x(s)-;- ... +x(s+n) 
and h~nce 
supremum fDmy(s)f ~ (q-p+2)ffDmxff, 
q.;;;s.;;;q+l 
and the boundedness of PE is proved. We obtain: 
Theorem 7 .l : Let L1 : X--+ X be the difference operator defined on 
X by the formula (L1x)(s)=x(s+l)-x(s). Then there are continuous linear 
operators Lt-1: X--+ X such that L1L1-l =1. 
The operator L1 is a special instance of the operators 
A =aol +a1 T1 + ... +an-lTn-1 +Tn 
where Tk denotes translation by k. We assume that ao, ... , an-1 are 
analytic functions which are real and regular on S = (-=, + =) and we 
assume also that a0 has no roots on S. Under these conditions the homo-
geneous equation Ay = 8 has a fundamental system of analytic solutions 
y1, ... , Yn which are real and regular on S. It is known that the determinant 
T1y1 ... T1Yn 
W = W(y1, ... , Yn)= · · · · · · · · · · · 
TnYl TnYn 
never vanishes on S. Let Wk (k= l, ... , n) denote the cofactor which 
corresponds to the element Tnyk and let Lt-1: X--+ X be an inverse of 
the difference operator L1: X--+ X. We prove that the linear operator 
A-l=ylL1-1WlW-l+ ... +ynL1-l WlW-1 
is a right inverse of A that is AA-l=f on X. It will be obvious from 
the proof that Lt-1 need not be the same inverse of L1 in every one of the 
terms of A -1. By choosing continuous operators Lt-1 we obtain continuous 
right inverses of A. 
For every distribution x E X and every function y E Y we have 
Txy = (Tx)(Ty). Hence using the relation T Lt-1 = Lt-1 +I we obtain 
TA-1= !_TykT Lt-1WkW-1= !_Tyk Lt-lWkW-1 
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because by the definition of Wand W~c (k= 1, ... , n) we have 'L(Ty~c) W~c = o. 
Using induction on m=O, 1, ... we derive 
for m=O, ... , (n-1) and 
TnA-l=f + ITnyk LJ-1 wk W-1. 
Since Ay~c=() for every k=l, ... , n we obtain AA-1=1. 
Now letS be a finite dimensional Euclidean space and let llltw denote 
the uniform structure of weak distributions for X. We choose n translation 
operators T 8k (k= 1, ... , n) where s~c E S is arbitrary and Tsk denotes 
translation by s~c. We form the linear operator A= a1T81 + ... + anTsn 
where a1, ... , an are real constants and let A act on the space of weak 
distributions Xw. Every linear operator mapping Xw into itself is bounded 
and local, so A and A* are continuous, bounded and local operators. 
We wish to determine continuous right inverses of A. It is convenient 
to use Theorem 5.1 by setting X= y and Ill!= r =Ill! W• The operators 
PE: X-+ E are bounded and local for every choice of E. Lemma 3.2 
holds for Ill! w because every linear functional on X is the representation 
of some weak distribution. (See [4] Section 7.) Therefore by Theorem 5.1 
every maximal linear space E determines a right inverse A - 1 with domain 
R. We prove that R is dense in X and so R=X. This will prove the 
existence of right inverses A -1 : Xw -+ Xw with range orthogonal to E. 
At this point we can use the remark made at the end of Section 5.: Since 
Lemma 3.2 holds for llltw it will be sufficient to prove that Z* = {e}. Since 
the adjoint of a translation is itself a translation Z* = {()} follows from 
Lemma 7. 1 : The null-set of the operator A= a1T81 + ... + anTsn 
acting on X is the set {e}. 
Proof: We suppose that the points s1, ... , sn are distinct. Since 
TAx=() if and only if Ax=() we may suppose that s1, ... , Sn lie on one 
side of a hyperplane (n, s) = 0, say (n, s~c) > 0 for k = 1, ... , n. If n is chosen 
suitably then there is a unique index k such that (n, si) is minimum for 
i = k. Hence sk is the unique point among s1, ... , Sn which is closest to the 
hyperplane (n, s) = 0. For a given x EX let the point s E S be determined 
by the following properties: It belongs to the boundary of the null-set 
of x and x(a)=O for every a ES satisfying (n, a-s);;;;.O. This means that 
the hyperplane (n,a-s)=O where a varies overS is a supporting plane 
of the null-set of x in the direction n. Of course s need not be uniquely 
determined by these conditions. vVe choose (j E s so close to s- Sk that 
x(a+s~c) =F 0 and still x(a+sz)=O for every l =F k. Then (Ax)(a)= 
= akx( a+ sk) =F 0 and so Ax =F (). Hence Ax=() has no other solutions 
than the trivial solution x = (), 
8. Division of distributions on the real line 
Let a be an arbitrarily often differentiable function on the real line S 
which has countably many isolated zeros s1, s2 , ... and each zero has 
finite multiplicity mn (n= 1, 2, ... ).Since multiplication by a is meaningful 
the formula Ax=ax defines a linear operator A: X___,. X. 'Ve know that 
A is a self-adjoint, continuous, bounded and local operator. 'Ve wish to 
find continuous linear operators A -1 such that AA -l =I on X. A large 
class of these operators can be determined by using Theorem 4.1. 
As earlier we denote by R* the range of the restricted adjoint operator 
A* : X ___,.X so that R* is the linear space of those functions r* EX 
which vanish at each Sn with multiplicity at least mn. R* is dense in X: 
For if x E X, s > 0 and U E 0!/ are given then we can find an r* E R* n X 
such that llx- r* II u < s. In fact it is sufficient to modify x in some small 
neighbor!J_ood of each Sk E [ U] in such a way that the new function r* 
vanishes identically in a small neighborhood of each sk E [U]. 
We study now those linear spaces E which satisfy X =E EB R*. We 
select a zero sk of a and choose a function x such that the only zero of a 
contained in [x] is sk and x(sk)=l. Multiplying x by (s-sk)l' we obtain 
a function ~ E X such that ~ vanishes at sk with multiplicity exactly p. 
If X= E EB R* then ~=ell+ 1·* for some e~" E E and r* E R*. Since r* 
vanishes at each zero Sn with multiplicity mn the function ell vanishes at 
sk with multiplicity exactly p. At every other zero Sn of a the function 
ell vanishes with multiplicity at least mn. For a suitable linear combination 
of the functions eo, ... ,emk we have s~l(sk)=o;.ll for },,p=O, ... ,mk-1 
where O;.ll denotes the Kronecker delta i.e. o).). = 1 and OAI' = 0 for ). =I= p. 
At each Sn (n =1= k) the functions sll vanish with multiplicity at least mn. 
The family of all sll for p = 0, ... , mk -1 and k = 1, 2, ... generates the 
linear space E. 
We prove that PE is bounded and local for every E. Given U E 0!/ by 
Lemma 3.3 there are partition functions p1, ... , Pk EX such that p= 
=p1 + ... +Pk is identically one on [U] and each [Pi] contains exactly 
one zero Sn in its interior. Then every u E U can be written in the form 
u=u1 + ... +uk where Ui=PiU and so [ui] C [pi] for every i= 1, ... , k. 
The sets Ui= [ui: u E U] (i= 1, ... , k) belong to 0!/, and so it is sufficient 
to show that PEUi E 0!/ fori= 1, ... , k. In other words the boundedness 
and local property of PE will be proved by showing the following pro-
position: If U E 0!/ and [U] contains only one zero sn then PEU E 0!/. 
Let s1, ... , sm denote the elements with the property that s~l(sn) = O;.w 
Then for every u E U we have 
PEU = u<0>(sn)so + ... + u<m-ll)(sn)sm-1· 
Therefore [so] U ... U [sm_r] is a common compact support of every 
PEu (u E U). Moreover 
IIDilPEull < llu<o>II·IIDilsoll + ... + llu<m-1>ff·IID~"sm-11!, 
and so fiDilPEUII is finite. Hence PE is bounded and local. 
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Our next object is to verify that [u: A*u E W] is an element of 'fl 
for every WE ott. If wE TV is of the form w=A*u then u=wfa and so 
[u] C [w] C [W]. Hence it i:; sufficient to show the existence of a finite 
upper bound for the set of numbers il(wa-1)<.ulll as w varies over W for 
each fixed order ft=O, I, .... Again we can restrict ourselves to the special 
case when [TV] contains exactly one Sn which lies in its interior. For the 
sake of simplicity we set a= s- Sn and denote the derivatives of w at 
a= 0 by wij1• Then the desired result follows from Lemma 9.I which is 
stated and proved in a separate section below. The same lemma will be 
used in the study of the division problem for several variables. Applying 
Theorem 4.I we obtain 
Theorem 8.I: Let a be an arbitrarily often differentiable function on 
the real line having countably many isolated zeros s1, s2, • • • of finite multi-
plicities m1, m2 , ... , respectively. Denote by A the multiplication operator 
mapping x into Ax= ax and let E be any linear space satisfying X= E EB R*. 
Then there is a unique continuous linear operator A -1 : X ----+X whose range 
is orthogonal toE and is such that AA-1=I. 
The difference d of any two solutions Y1 and y2 of the equation ay = x 
is determined in [9] on p. 126. By this result the difference of any two 
right inverses A;1 and A; 1 is given by 
.dy = 1 1 Cmn(y)Dm{Js,. 
n~l m<mn 
where b8,. is the translate of the Dirac delta by Sn and Cmn: y----+ Cmn(Y) 
is a linear functional. If we restrict ourselves to continuous operators 
the linear functionals Cmn must moreover be representations of distri-
butions. Conversely if the linear functionals Cmn represent distributions 
then L1 is continuous. 
9. The division lemma 
Let a be a real valued function defined on an interval I of the real 
line and let a have derivatives of all orders on I. We suppose that 0 belongs 
to the interior of I and a(s) * 0 on I except at s = 0 where a has a zero 
of finite order m>O. Therefore we have a(s)-1=s-m.x(s) for every s EI 
where .x has derivatives of all orders on I. The symbol lui will denote 
the least upper bound of lu(s)l taken on the domain of definition I. If 
U is a family of functions on I we use I Ul to denote the supremum of the 
values lui (u E U). Let W be a family of functions w on I which are 
arbitrarily often differentiable and vanish at s = 0 with multiplicity at 
least m. 
Lemma 9. I : For every pair of sequences of positive numbers po, p1, ... 
and qo, q1, ... there is a sequence of constants M n > 0 such that if IDn WI< Pn 
and IDn.xl <.qn for every n=O, I, ... then supr IDnwa-11 <.Mn for every 
n=O, I, .... 
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Proof: Since wa-1 =ws-ma we have 
Hence it is sufficient to prove the formula in the special case when a(s) =sm. 
By an induction argument we can further reduce the problem to the 
case a( s) = s. We start from the formula 
(ws-1 )(Ill = I (~) ( -l )'·A.! s-).- 1 w'~'-).) 
A=O I. 
where the superscript (f.l) denotes differentiation. By the mean value 
theorem of the differential calculus we have 
Here and also in the sequel 0( 1) denotes a function of s which may depend 
on the choice of w and a but its absolute value is bounded on I by an 
upper bound which depends only on the numbers po, p1, .... At present 
/0(1)/ < lw<H1)/ <I wo.+l>/ <P.t+1· For simplicity the flth derivative of w 
at s = 0 is denoted by Wo (Ill. By combining these relations we obtain 
(ws-1)(~tl = 0(1) +At .. tw!f-A+><l (~) ( -1)-' ~ s><-A-1. 
In another form 
I' 
(ws-1)(~tl =0(1)+ _L ci'Pw!f-Pls-P-1 
e=O 
where cite denotes the coefficient 
= ~ (-l)lA.! (f..t) 
ci'P £.. ('- )' •. A=e A (} , }. 
If e=fl then wlj-el=wo=O and if e<f.l then 
c~te = ( -1)e (f.l-e + 1) ... fl ~'i,e ( -1)-' (t-t~e) = 0. 
A=O 
Hence (ws-1)(1'l= 0(1) or in other words / (ws-1)(~')/ < +oo. 
We shall use the lemma on two occasions. First let a be a fixed function 
defined and differentiable any number of times on some compact interval I. 
Suppose that a vanishes only at s = 0 with finite multiplicity m. Then a 
has derivatives of all orders on I, so I being compact /Dna/ is finite. 
Choosing qn= /Dna/ in the lemma we obtain: 
If /DnW/ is finite for n=O, l, 000 then /DnWa-1/ is finite for every 
n=O, 1, oo•. 
This is the proposition which we needed to complete the proof of 
Theorem 8.1 on division by functions on the real line. 
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In the second application of Lemma 9.1 we shall deal with a family 
A of functions a each vanishing at s = 0 with some multiplicity m. vVe 
want to prove that there exists a common upper bound qn for I Dna! 
where a varies over A. To this end it is sufficient to show that 
(i) !Dns-mAI=supriDns-mal is finite for every n=O, 1, ... , and 
(ii) supr !sma-ll, where a varies over A, is finite. 
The domain of definition is supposed to be a compact interval. Since 
a vanishes with multiplicity m at .s=O we have as-m=a6"';_a(m+l)(a)s 
where a E I. If as-m is bounded away from zero uniformly in a E A then 
(ii) holds. Hence (ii) will be satisfied if 
(iia) inf [!a6mll :a E A]> 0, 
(iib) !Dm+lAI is finite, and 
(iic) infimum infimum !a(s)l >0 for every s>O. 
aeA !s!;;.e 
The second application concerns division by a differentiable function 
a of two real variables vanishing on a compact set Z of the planeS. We 
assume that grad a =1= 0 along Z so that Z has finitely many components 
which are differentiable manifolds of class = regularly imbedded in the 
plane. The family A will be made up from the restrictions of a to certain 
straight line segments l, each of bounded length and intersecting Z in a 
single point. Namely we shall consider line segments l which meet only 
one component of Z and at an angle at least n/8. Since Z is compact and 
grad a =1= 0 along Z the normal derivative has a positive lower bound 
on Z. Hence the family A of these restrictions satisfies condition (iia). 
The line segments l all lie in a compact portion of the plane S, and the 
partial derivatives of a have a finite upper bound on this compact set. 
Hence the directional derivatives along the line segments l form a bounded 
family for every fixed order and so we have (iib). Condition (iic) follows 
from the fact that in a large compact set which excludes the s-neighbor-
hood of Z phe function a has a positive lower bound. Hence condition 
(ii) will be fulfilled. It is very simple to show that (i) also holds: As we 
saw already given a and W satisfying IDnWI < += for n=O, 1, ... we 
have iDn Wa-11 < + = for n = 0, 1, .... If we apply this result to the case 
when a denotes the function sm and W is the family A we obtain (i). 
10. Division of distributions on the plane 
LetS be the Euclidean plane and let a be a real valued function having 
partial derivatives of all orders on S. We denote by Z the set of those 
points of S where a vanishes. We suppose that Z is compact and grad a =1= 0 
does not vanish on Z. At each point z of Z there is a tangent line and in 
terms of the local coordinates determined by the tangent and normal 
vectors Z is represented by a real valued function of a real variable which 
has derivatives of all orders in some neighborhood of the point z. Thus 
the components of Z are compact one-dimensional differentiable manifolds 
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of class oo which are regularly imbedded in the Euclidean planeS. Since 
Z is compact the set of curvature values along Z is bounded. Let l(z, c) 
denote the closed straight line segment of length 2.s centered around z 
and normal to Z at z. 
Lemma 10.1: For sufficiently small values of c>O the intersections 
l(z1o c) n I(z2 , c) are void for every pair of distinct points Z1, z2 E Z. 
Proof: We suppose that for every c > 0 there are distinct points 
z1o z2 E Z such that l(z1, c) and J(z2 , c) intersect. We choose such a point 
pair (zik\ z~kl) for every c= 1/k (k= 1, 2, ... ) and look at the set of these 
pairs in the product space Z x Z. By the compactness of Z x Z the set of 
these pairs has an accumulation point (z1, z2 ). Since the distance between 
zikl and z~kl decreases to zero as k--+ oo we see that (z1o z2 ) lies on the 
diagonal of Z x Z, say z1 = z2 = z. By the construction the component of 
Z containing z would have an infinite curvature at z which is not possible. 
This lemma permits the construction of certain real valued functions 
on S by starting from a real valued function x given only on Z and pro-
ceeding as follows: We choose a function q; on the real line and define x 
along the normal at z by the formula z(s) =q;(b)x(z) where b denotes the 
signed distance from z to the point s on the normal to Z. If [ q;] ~ [ - c, + c] 
where s > 0 is the quantity occurring in Lemma 10.1 then x is defined in 
a unique way at each s E S and [x] is compact. We shall be interested 
only in q;'s which have derivatives of all orders and we shall extend 
functions x which have derivatives of all orders along Z. For these we have: 
Lemma 10.2: If q; is of class oo on the real line and xis of class oo 
along Z then the extension of x is of class oo on S. 
Proof: In the neighborhood of each point z E Z we introduce a local 
coordinate system with cartesian coordinates r and v where r corresponds 
to the tangent and v to the normal to Z at z. The point z has a sufficiently 
small neighborhood in Z which can be represented by an equation v= f(r) 
where f is an arbitrarily often differentiable function of r in some interval 
around the origin. Since Z is compact we can choose finitely many points 
Zt (i= 1, ... , n) and neighborhoods Zt of Zt such that Z1o ... , Zn is an over-
lapping system of coordinate neighborhoods whose union covers Z. We 
may further assume that the domain of each /t ( i = 1, ... , n) is a compact 
interval. This particular feature will be used later. 
Now if s belongs to the smallest support of x then there is a unique 
z E Z such that s lies on the normal to Z at z at a distance at most c. 
Let z belong to the interior of Zi. The coordinates of s and z in terms 
of the local coordinate system attached to Z at Zi will be denoted by 
(r, v) and (~, 1'}) respectively. We shall also use the curvilinear coordinates 
(a, b) of s: Here a denotes the arc length along Z between Zi and z, and b 
denotes the distance between s and z. Both quantities are taken with 
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appropriate signs. The coordinates -r, v and g are related by the equation 
cf>(-r:, v, $) = 0 where 
17 = /i($) and 17' 1s the derivative of /i at $. We have 
where % denotes the curvature of Z at z. By the boundedness of % and 
by the choice of E :> 0 the factor 1 + uo is bounded away from zero. Hence 
$ has partial derivatives of all orders with respect to -r and v. Therefore 
the same holds for 1], b and a. Moreover rp has derivatives of all orders 
with respect to its variable o. Similarly by hypothesis the function x 
given on Z has derivatives of all orders with respect to the arc length 
variable a. Since the extension of x to S is the product of rp and x the 
extended x has partial derivatives of all orders with respect to -r and v. 
The extension process will be used to define a linear space E of functions 
e E X where X denotes the linear space of those functions x on S which 
have compact support and possess partial derivatives of all orders. 
Namely we fix a function rp and determine from each x E X an e E E by 
restricting x to Z and extending this function by using always the same rp 
to the whole space S. Hence if x1 and x 2 assume the same values along Z 
the corresponding e1 and e2 are identical. It is plain that E is a linear 
subspace of X. The function e constructed from x will be denoted by 
PEx. These functions PEx (x EX) have a common compact support, so 
PE: X~ Eisa local map. The reasoning given in the proof Lemma 10.2 
can be used to show that P E is a bounded operator : For using cf>T = - 1 
and cf>v = -17' we obtain 
~: = 1]'(1 +1]'2)-t (1 + uo) 
~: =- (1 +1]'2)t. 
As it was pointed out earlier the factor ( 1 + xo) is bounded away from 
zero. Furthermore 17' is the derivative of one of the f/s at some point $ 
of its compact domain. Hence the set of values attained by I 17'1 is bounded. 
It follows that all partial derivatives of a and o with respect to -r and v 
are bounded on a domain covering the smallest support of x. For every 
U E Ott and for every order t-t there is a common upper bound for the t-tth 
derivatives of the functions x E U along the manifolds of Z. Therefore 
there is a common upper bound for the partial derivatives of the functions 
PEx (x E U), in other words PE is a bounded operator. 
The rest of events is obvious: We shall prove that a function w E X 
belongs to R* if and only if it vanishes on Z. This will imply that E is 
maximal with respect to the property E n R* = (), In order to be able 
to apply Theorem 4.1 we shall show that the condition "[u: A *u E W] 
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belongs to iJit for every W in OU" is satisfied. Finally the compactness of 
the null-set Z of a is not an essential requirement. Once the proof is 
completed in the compact case it is very easy to modify it such that the 
following general case is covered. (The necessary changes are discussed 
in the next section.) 
Theorem IO.I: Let a be an arbitrarily often differentiable function 
on the Euclidean plane S and let A : X -+ X be the multiplication operator 
associated with a. If at each zero of a the gradient of a does not vanish then 
there are continuous linear operators A -1: X-+ X such that AA -1=1. 
The two properties mentioned above, and the changes needed in the 
non-compact case are studied in the next section. The same contains a 
brief discussion of possibilities for generalization. 
II. Division lemmas for distributions defined on the plane 
We start by proving the following 
Lemma II.I: A function wE X is in R* if and only if it vanishes 
at the zeros of a. 
Proof: The necessity part of the condition is obvious. We want to 
prove that if w vanishes on Z then w =au for some u E X. Outside of Z 
the function values u(s) can be found by pointwise division and the 
function so obtained has partial derivatives of all orders on the complement 
of Z. At each zero z EZ we have fT=Ia=O and f. =I= 0 both for f=a and 
also for f=w. We define u on Z by the formula u(z)=w.(z): a.(z). Instead 
of proving that u has partial derivatives of all orders at z with respect 
to -r: and v we prove that u has partial derivatives of all orders at z with 
respect to a and 15. 
Let (0, 0) be the point which corresponds to z E Z in the local coordinate 
system attached to Z at z. If f has partial derivatives of all orders then 
there is a constant M> 0 such that lla ... a 6 ... 6 (a, J)l < M for every mixed 
derivative of order (n+ I) and for every point (a, J) satisfying a2+J2.;;; I. 
We suppose that along the a-axis f is identically zero. Given a point 
(a, 15) with a2 + 152.;;; I we apply the mean value theorem and obtain 
f( a, 15) = f615 + (2/ aPI5 + /66152) + .. · +fa ... a(Oa, 015)an+l +0( I)( anl5 + ... + l5n+l ). 
The next to the last term can be estimated by applying the mean value 
theorem to the restriction of fa ... a to the segment connecting (Oa, ()15) 
with (Oa, 0). We obtain la ... a(Oa, 015)=fa ... a6(0a, OrJI5)15. Hence we have 
f( a, 15) = fdl5 + (2fa.,al5 + f db ~52)+ ... + 0( 15)(1 al + l15i)n. 
Applying this relation to f=a and f=w we obtain 
w(a,o) _ w6+(2wa6a+w.,.,o)+ ... +O(Ial+loD" 
a(a,o)- ad +(2aa6 a+a.,., o)+ ... +O(Ial+loll" 
1 ();) 
Since a~(O, 0) * 0 we derive that wja is continuous at (0, 0) and it has 
partial derivatives of all orders with respect to a and b. 
The next task is to prove that the set U = [1t: au E W] belongs to the 
family 'PI for every W E "'lt. For simplicity we shall use a subscript ;..t, 
or if it is necessary a pair of subscripts t-t1, ;..t2 to denote partial differenti-
ation of order ;..t = (;..tb ;..t2). The symbol w will be reserved for those elements 
of W which vanish on Z so that wa-1 always belongs to X. The object 
is to prove that 
(l) II(Wa-1)11 = supr ll(wa-1)11 
wEW 
is finite for every W E 'Pt. 
Let z E Z and let v = f(-r:) be the equation of Z in some neighborhood 
Nz. Here Nz denotes a neighborhood of z in the subspace Z of S. We use 
the symbol Sz to denote open spherical neighborhoods of z with center 
at z in the planeS. If Nz is small then f'(-r) will remain close to 0 for every 
C = (-r:, v) in Nz. Next choosing the radius of Sz sufficiently small we obtain 
the following situation: 
(a) if s E Sz then there is a unique point C in Nz such that the normal 
to Z at C passes through s; and 
(b) if the straight line segment l through s forms an angle at most n/4 
with the normal to Z at z then l meets Nz in a unique point at an angle at 
least nJS. 
Now it is possible to apply Lemma 3.4 and choose points Z1, .•• , Zk in 
Z and partition functions p0 , Pb ... , Pk EX such that conclusions (i), (ii) 
and (iii) hold. In particular there is a neighborhood Nz of the set Z such 
that P1 + ... + Pk is identically one on Nz. Outside of Nz the function a is 
bounded away from zero, so to prove (l) it suffices to show that I (Wa-1 ).ul 
is finite where lui denotes the supremum of lu(s)l taken over the neighbor-
hood Nz. Using the partition functions po, p1, ... , Pk we can write 
w=wo+WI+ ... +wk where Wt=PtW (i=O, l, ... , k). We know that Wo is 
identically zero in N z. Hence to prove that I ( Wa-1 ) ... 1 < + oo it is sufficient 
to show that I (Wta-1) ... 1 < + oo for each i = l, ... , k. 
Let the index i be fixed. By part (ii) of the conclusion of Lemma 3.4 
we have [Wt] ~ [Pt] ~ Sz;,. For every s in [Wt] we consider the pencil 
of those straight lines through s which form an angle at most n/4 with 
the normal to Z at Zt. By restricting these lines to the closed circle Sz;, 
we obtain a family of straight line segments l. The lengths of these lines 
have a common upper bound and each of them meets Z at an angle at 
least n/8. The situation is now exactly what is described after the proof 
of Lemma 9.1 at the end of Section 9. Hence using a subscript A. to denote 
differentiation in the direction l by the lemma we have 
supr I ( Wta-1 h ..... l < + oo. 
Here the supremum is taken with respect to the family of all those direc-
It Hi 
tions whose angle with the normal to Z at Zt is at most 7r/4. The proof 
will be completed by showing 
Lemma 11.2: If U is a family of arbdmrily often differentiable 
f1tncfions on the plane then for every order for which supr ln1 .. 1.1 < ~co. 
where the supremum is taken with respect to n E' C and also with respect 
to a fixed infinite family of directions A, we have supr 11~1. .. 1 2 .. 21 < -co. 
Proof: Let 81. E2 denote the direction cosines of the direction ) .. By 
a well-known formula we have 
\Ve choose (n-'-1) distinct directions to obtain a linear equation system 
for the unknmvns n1. .. 1, n1.. .12 , ... , n12 ... 2 , 1~2 ... 2 . The determinant of the 
system is a Vandermonde type determinant and so it does not vanish. 
Hence the unknowns n1. .. 12 ... 2 can be estimated in terms of the 81 , 8 2 
values and the corresponding n-1 ... /s. 
The proof of Theorem 10.1 was accomplished by the use of the following 
lemmas: 10.1, 10.2, 11.1, 11.2 and 9.1. Of these Lemma 11.2 has an 
immediate generalization to arbitrary dimensions and Lemma 9.1 is 
independent of the dimension of the spaceS. Lemma 10.1 holds in general 
and can be proved by a slight change in the present reasoning. The 
curvature x is to be replaced by the Gaussian curvature. Similarly 
Lemma 10.2 can be extended to arbitrary dimensions by using essentially 
the same reasoning which is given in the case n = 2. One reason to present 
Theorem 10.1 only for distributions defined on the plane is that a detailed 
proof of the general form of Lemma 10.2 would involve more technical 
details. 
It is more interesting to point out that the manifoldness of Z is used 
in the proof of Lemma 10.2 only to a certain extent. Namely the same 
proof applies to functions a whose null-set Z is the union of a family of 
sets zi such that each zi is homeomorphic to the real line and every 
z e Z has a neighborhood Nz which meets only finitely many of the sets 
Zi. (In other words {Zi} is a locally finite system of sets.) For example 
Lemma 10.2 holds when a denotes a polynomial in two real variables 
and the situation is analogous also for higher dimensions. The real 
difficulty lies in the extension of Lemma 11.1. Under the hypothesis 
that grad a does not vanish on Z the same proof shows that the lemma 
holds for arbitrary dimensions. The general case, however_, when a can 
have zeros of any finite order, is far more complicated. 
Essential use of the compactness of Z is made only in Lemma 10.1 
where the existence of suitable constants 8 > 0 is specified. We refer to 
the compactness of Z also at the end when we apply Lemma 3.4 but 
the general situation can also be taken care of by a slight modification of 
the reasoning: First we fix W, then choose a compact set C which contains 
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[W] in its interior and restrict a to 0. If Z is not compact the constant 8 
of Lemma 10.1 must be replaced by a positive function 8 defined on Z. 
If 8 is an arbitrarily often differentiable function on Z Lemma 10.2 will 
remain valid. The existence of such an 8 can be seen as follows: By the 
reasoning given in the proof of Lemma 10.1 we first find a positive 8 
which is bounded away from zero on every compact part of Z. Then we 
observe that 8 can be replaced by a smaller positive step function on Z. 
Finally we can modify this step function at its jumps such that the new 
smaller function is differentiable on Z. 
12. Applications of the second inversion theorem 
We mention two applications of Theorem 5.1. In both cases let S be 
a finite dimensional Euclidean space and let Y be the product of finitely 
many copies of X. We topologize Y =X x ... x X by means of the product 
structure "/'" = tpt x ... x tpt so that the topology induced on Y is the product 
topology. It is known that the completion of Y with respect to "/'" is 
uniformly isomorphic to the uniformization of the product X x ... x X by 
- -
tpt x ... x c:pf, (See [1], Ch. II. p. 120 and [6], Ch. V. Sect. 10). The product 
structure can be described in form of a distribution structure for Y: We 
introduce the inner product (y, n) = (y~, 'Y/1) + ... + (y,, 'Y}n) where 
y=(y1, ... , y,) and n=(m, ... , rJn), and (yi, 'Y}t) (i = 1, ... , n) 
denotes the inner product of Yt and 'Y/t in X. For V in Y we define Vt as 
the set of those Vi E X which are the projections of some v E V into the 
ith copy of X. The distribution structure leading to the product structure 
tpt x ... x tpt is defined by the family of those sets V for which V ~, ... , V n E c:pf, 
Now let a1, ... , a, be arbitrarily often differentiable functions on Sand 
let A : X -+ Y be defined by Ax= ( a1x, ... , a,x). This gives a continuous 
linear operator with adjoint A*: Y-+ X mapping y= (y~, ... , y,) into 
A *y = a1y1 + ... + a,y,. We suppose that the functions a~, ... , a, have only 
isolated zeros and each zero occurs with finite multiplicity. It is clear 
that R* contains the range R: of the multiplication operator A: : x -+ a1x. 
Hence if the linear space E is such that X= E ffi R* then E C E1 for some 
linear space E1 satisfying X= E1 ffi R:. Therefore E is locally finite 
dimensional and so PE: X-+ Eisa bounded and local operator. We may 
apply Theorem 5.1 with any E satisfying X= E ffi R*. It follows that the 
operator A : X-+ Y has exactly one continuous right inverse A -l: 11-+ X 
whose range is orthogonal to E. 
One can prove that the operator A : X -+ Y is closed in the sense that 
A maps closed sets of X into closed sets of Y. Thus R is closed in Y and 
so 11 = R. Instead of showing that A is a closed operator it is more conve-
nient to find a necessary and sufficient condition on the elements of R 
from which it is obvious that R is closed. We introduce the notation 
Yk=a1 ... ak-1 ak+l ... a, (k= 1, ... , n). If y= (y1, ... , y,) is an element of 
8 Series A 
lOS 
R then y~c=a~cx (k= l, ... , n) and so Y1Y1= ... =YnYn· \Ve are going to 
prove that conversely if y=(yl, ... , Yn) is such that YlYl=···=YnYn then 
there are distributions x EX for which Ax=y. This will show that R is 
a closed set in Y. We shall find the functional representation of x: Let 
E be a linear space satisfying X =E EB R* and let W= (I -PE)v where 
vEX. Since R* contains w we have w=a1u1 + ... +anun for some 
u1, ... , Un EX. We define the linear functional x by the formula 
The definition of x(v) is independent of the representation of w. For if 
then using YlYl = ... = YnYn we obtain 
Y1U1 + ··· +YnUn=YU~ + ... +ynu~. 
Since PE is a bounded map llxllv=llx/lw where W=PEV belongs to ~Pi 
provided V is chosen in IP/. We shall see that if WE ~Pi then for every 
wE W rl R* we can find a V= (u1, ... , Un) in Y such that A *v=a1u1 + ... + 
+ anUn = w and the set of these points v belongs to "f/". Then the set U 1c 
of kth components UJc belongs to ~Pi and so IIY~cll uk is finite for every 
k=l, ... ,n. Therefore llxllv=llxllw<IIYI!iu1 + ... +11Ynllun<+oo for every 
V E IP/. Hence the linear functional x represents a Schwartz distribution. 
By the definition of x we have 
(a~cx, v) = (x, a~cv) = x(a~cv) = (y~c, v) 
for every vEX and so a~cx=y~c for k= l, ... , n. 
Our reasoning will be completed by proving the following proposition: 
Given W E ~Pi we can find for every w E W rl R* functions u1, ... , Un E X 
such that W=alul + 000 +anUn and Ul, ... , Un E ~Pi where ulc is the set of 
u~c's which occur as w varies over W rl R*. Let 81, 82, ••• be the zeros of 
a1 ... an and let p1, p2, ... be a partition of unity such that 8t belongs to 
the interior of [Pt] and the intervals [Pt] contain no other zeros than the 
corresponding 8/s. It is sufficient to prove our proposition for sets Wt 
satisfying [Wt] C [P-t] for some i= l, 2, .... Let a1. ... ,an vanish at 8t 
with multiplicities mH, ... , mnt respectively. For the sake of simplicity we 
suppose that mH;;;. ... ;;;. mnt;;;. 0. Then Wt E R* if and only if Wt vanishes 
at 8t with order at least mnt· We can choose functions e"' (mnt<,u<mli) 
of the form e"'=anu .. "' such that e~l(8-t)=b,;"' for A.=O, ... , mH-1 and 
,u = mnt, ... , mli- l. Let these functions e"' be fixed. For every Wt E R* 
we let 
Then by Wt E ~Pi we have Un= [un: Wt E R*] E IP/. The functions Wt-anUn 
vanish at 8t with order mH and so Wt-anUn=alul for some u1 EX. Since 
U n E ~Pi the set of functions Wi - anUn belongs to ~Pi and so by Lemma 9 .l 
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the set U1 of u1's is also an element of q{, This proves the proposition 
and we have 
Theorem 12.1: Let a1, ... , an be arbitrarily often differentiable 
functions on the real line whose zeros form a set of isolated points and occur 
with finite multiplicities. Denote by A the linear operator mapping x EX 
into Ax= (a1x, ... , anx) E Y and denote by ii the set of those points 
Y = (y1, ... , Yn) E Y for which 
Then the operator A has right inverses A -1 mapping ii contiwnously into 
X. In fact if R* =a1X + ... +anX and E is such that X =E E9 R* then 
there is a unique A -1: ii-+ X whose range is orthogonal to E. 
Another fundamental application of Theorem 5.1 concerns the inversion 
of the linear operator 
A=(;_, ... ,.,"()). 
us1 uS11 
More generally we can study operators of the form A= (A1, ... , An) where 
A:, ... , A: are bounded and local operators mapping X into itself, but 
we shall not enter into the details at present. 
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